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In order to improve the ability to manage the quality constraint index parameters of higher education talent training, an evaluation model of higher education talent training quality based on improved machine learning is proposed. Combined with the characteristic analysis method of higher education talent training quality constraint index parameters, an autocorrelation feature matching model of higher education talent training quality constraint index parameters is established, and fuzzy association rule scheduling is used to realize the feature extraction and fuzzy clustering of higher education talent training quality constraint index parameters. The mutual information coupling parameter analysis of the quality constraint index parameters of higher education talent training, combined with the generalized association rules and periodic association rules, realizes the feature clustering and global candidate item set analysis of the quality constraint index parameters of higher education talent training and realizes the dynamic evaluation of the quality of higher education talent training according to the machine learning analysis results. The test results show that this method has good clustering of data characteristics, good reliability of the evaluation process, and good convergence of machine learning process, which improves the dynamic and quantitative management ability of talent training quality in higher education.

1. Introduction

With the country’s emphasis on the cultivation of personnel in higher education, the quantitative assessment of the level of personnel cultivation in higher education has attracted people’s attention. As an important part of teaching assessment, the level assessment of higher education personnel develop plays an important role in daily teaching management [1]. Effective level assessment of higher education personnel develop is conducive to understanding the actual operation of school teaching and supervising the normal and standardized operation of various teaching activities. With the continuous large-scale enrollment expansion of colleges and universities in China for many years, the level of personnel cultivation in higher education has increasingly become the focus of social attention [2]. How to improve the level of education and teaching, cultivate high-level personnel, and establish a scientific, reasonable, fair, and equitable assessment system of personnel cultivation level in higher education, so as to discover, analyze, and solve problems in time and objectively, has great historical and practical significance for promoting the development of personnel cultivation in higher education [3].

By using big data analysis technology, the assessment model of higher education personnel cultivation level is established, the regression analysis of higher education personnel cultivation level assessment is realized by data mining technology, and the assessment model of higher education personnel cultivation level is constructed by multidisciplinary technology [4]. On this basis, the new technology of higher education personnel cultivation level assessment is developed, which integrates the knowledge of databases, information retrieval, statistics, algorithms, and machine learning [5]. To realize the level assessment of higher education personnel develop, machine learning algorithm is that it can find hidden and valuable information from databases or massive information, sometimes called exploratory data analysis, data-driven discovery, and inductive learning.
Generally speaking, data mining is a process of extracting potentially useful information and knowledge from a large number of incomplete, noisy, fuzzy, and random data, which people do not know in advance in the assessment of personnel cultivation level in higher education [6]. With the wide application of large database and network parallel parameter distribution and fusion technology, the scale of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters is increasing, so it is necessary to build an optimized personnel develop level assessment model [7]. Combined with the characteristic analysis and fusion processing of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters, the dynamic assessment of higher education personnel develop level is realized, and the information management ability of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters is improved [8].

The assessment of personnel develop level is based on the analysis of the central characteristics of personnel develop level in higher education. Among the traditional methods, the integration methods of the constraint index parameters of personnel develop level in higher education mainly include the assessment method of personnel develop level based on fuzzy information clustering [9], the assessment method of personnel develop level based on fuzzy detection, and the assessment method of personnel develop level based on joint parameter identification. The fuzzy detection model of personnel develop level assessment is constructed, and the cluster of constraint index parameters of personnel develop level in higher education is realized through joint parameter distribution. Reference [10] puts forward a transient stability assessment method considering the cultivation of higher education personnel and combines the neural network model of message transfer graph to realize the data integration management of the cultivation level assessment of higher education personnel, but the storage cost of this method is large. Reference [11] puts forward an intelligent data mining-oriented personnel develop level model of higher education, which combines decentralized and coordinated robust optimal scheduling and data detection to realize the assessment and data analysis of personnel develop level of higher education. However, this method has high computational cost and poor real-time performance.

In view of the above problems, this paper proposes a talent training quality evaluation model based on improved machine learning to realize the mutual information coupling parameter analysis of higher education talent training quality constraint index parameters. The results show that the model has good performance, and the evaluation effect of talent training quality is good.

2. Improve the Theoretical Methods of Machine Learning

Machine learning is an interdisciplinary subject, involving probability theory, statistics, approximation theory, convex analysis, algorithm complexity theory, and many other disciplines. Machine learning is the core of artificial intelligence and the fundamental way to make computers intelligent [12]. It is widely used in all fields of artificial intelligence, and it mainly uses induction and synthesis instead of deduction. Some information is provided to the learning part of the environment, and the learning part uses this information to modify the knowledge base, so as to improve the efficiency of the system execution part. The execution part completes the task according to the knowledge base and feeds back the obtained information to the learning part. There are many forms of knowledge representation, such as feature vectors, first-order logical statements, production rules, semantic networks, and frameworks. These representations have their own characteristics. When choosing representations, we should give consideration to strong expressive ability, easy reasoning, easy modification of knowledge base, and easy expansion of knowledge representation. Every learning system requires some knowledge to understand the information provided by the environment, analyze and compare, make assumptions, and test and modify these assumptions. The execution part is the core of the whole learning system, because the actions of the execution part are the actions that the learning part tries to improve. A learning system always consists of two parts: learning and environment [13]. The environment provides information, while the learning part realizes information conversion, memorizes it in an understandable form, and obtains useful information from it. In the process of learning, the less reasoning the learning part uses, the greater his dependence on the environment. Learners directly absorb the information provided by the environment without any reasoning or other knowledge conversion. The systematic learning method is to learn directly through preprogrammed and structured programs, and learners do not do any work or learn directly by receiving established facts and data, without any reasoning about the input information. The improved machine learning algorithm can be adjusted according to training examples, number of features, polynomial degree, and regularization parameters. By obtaining more training examples, the high variance can be solved. Relying on changing the number of features, reducing the number of features can solve the high variance, while increasing the number of features can solve the high deviation. High variance can be solved by changing polynomial degree to reduce polynomial degree, and high deviation can be solved by increasing polynomial degree [14]. Change the regularization parameter: reducing the regularization parameter can solve the high deviation, while increasing the regularization parameter can solve the high variance.

3. Data Structure Model and Feature Analysis

3.1. Higher Education Personnel Develop Level Constraint Index Parameter Structure Model. The assessment of higher education personnel cultivation adopts the principle of combining analysis with synthesis: the assessment of higher education personnel cultivation is a process. The assessment process must be analyzed first, and the effects and characteristics of each part of the teaching process should
be analyzed. Then, on this basis, the overall analysis should be made to judge the level effect of higher education personnel cultivation, which must be synthesized. In this sense, the combination of analysis and synthesis, that is, the principle of combining partial assessment with overall assessment or combining individual assessment with comprehensive assessment with qualitative assessment and quantitative assessment: qualitative assessment is often based on certain observation or experience of teaching [15], which inevitably has subjective components or some one-sidedness, but it cannot be completely ignored. Quantitative assessment is to make a scientific analysis of observation or experience summary through a certain index or index system, in terms of quantity and under a certain confidence level. The quantitative assessment of personnel cultivation level in higher education is quite reliable, because teaching assessment is a complicated process, and it is absolutely reliable because of the selection of index or index system and the influence of systematic error and random error. Therefore, the combination of qualitative assessment and quantitative assessment, mutual reference, and complementarity will reduce the one-sidedness of teaching assessment. In order to realize the dynamic assessment of personnel cultivation level in higher education, this paper combines heterogeneous reorganization of the big data characteristic distribution of the constraint index parameters of personnel cultivation level in higher education, establishes the big data information analysis model of the constraint index parameters of personnel cultivation level in higher education, and adopts information fusion and characteristic clustering to realize data integration. The overall structure is shown in Figure 1.

According to the overall structure model of personnel cultivation level assessment in Figure 1, the fuzzy information clustering model of higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters is obtained by using harmonic resonance disturbance characteristic analysis method, and the distribution results of characteristic attributes are obtained [16, 17]. The distribution sequence $ \mathbf{A} = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\}, B = \{b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m\} $, and the higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters is optimized by online clustering design under the background of big data. The statistical quantization standard function of higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters is as shown in the following formula:

$$
\begin{align*}
    x &= -\sigma x + \sigma y, \\
    y &= -xz + rx - y, \\
    z &= xy - bz.
\end{align*}
$$

Wherein, $ x $ represents the horizontal component of higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters, $ y $ represents the central component of higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters, $ Z $ represents the three-dimensional characteristic quantity of higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters, and $ \sigma $ is a fuzzy
membership parameter. Based on the transmission protocol design mode of higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters, the formal characteristic grouping detection model of higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters is obtained as shown in the following formula:

\[ d_i = \sqrt{x_i^2 + y_i^2 + z_i^2}. \]  

(2)

Wherein, \( x_i \) is the integration parameter of the \( i \)th distribution block of higher education personnel develop level, \( y_i \) is the autocorrelation characteristic matching coefficient of higher education personnel develop level, and \( z_i^2D \) is the fuzzy optimization parameter of higher education personnel develop level assessment. The statistical analysis model of parameter clustering of higher education personnel develop level constraint index is established. In the fuzzy grid area, the statistical analysis of parameter clustering of higher education personnel develop level constraint index is carried out, and the parameter structure distribution model of higher education personnel develop level constraint index is obtained.

3.2. Higher Education Personnel Develop Level Constraint Index Parameter Characteristic Analysis. Data structure feature is an important professional basic course for computer majors such as software technology and network technology. It is highly theoretical, practical, and comprehensive and can enable people to learn how to transform real-world problems into internal representation and processing of computers. The factors of higher education personnel develop level assessment are complex, and the workload is heavy, so it is necessary to have an appropriate number of experts and nonexperts, evaluators and evaluators, leaders and the masses, and necessary relevant personnel to participate in the assessment, so as to strengthen the democracy, representativeness, and comprehensiveness of higher education personnel develop level assessment. Establish the autocorrelation characteristic matching model of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters, adopt fuzzy association rule scheduling, realize the feature extraction of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters, and establish the interactive relationship model of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters, which is expressed as shown in the following formula:

\[ d_{m+1}(m) = d_{k+1}(m) \pm \sqrt{(d_{m+1}(0)e_k + 1)^2 - \sum_{j=1}^{m-1} [d_{m+1}(i) - d_{k+1}(i)]^2}. \]  

(3)

Wherein, \( d_{m+1}(m) \) is the predicted value of the parameter set of higher education personnel develop level constraint index at point \( m \), \( d_{k+1}(m) \) is the interactive information of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters collected at point \( m \), and \( d_{m+1}(0) \) is the initial detection statistical characteristic quantity [18, 19]. Considering the equivalent semantic mapping, the fusion analysis of the level constraint index parameters of higher education personnel develop is carried out. The specific operation process is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: The process of parameter fusion of quality constraint indicators of higher education personnel training.](image)

Fusion distribution function of the evolution characteristics of the level constraint index parameters of higher education personnel develop is obtained as shown in the following formula:

\[ D(d_i, d_j) = \frac{d_i d_j}{||d_i|| \times ||d_j||}. \]  

(4)

Wherein, \( d_i \) represents the level deviation of higher education personnel develop, and \( d_j \) represents the adjustment parameter of the decline of higher education personnel develop level. Based on the estimation of virtual inertia frequency deviation, the weight preference of the parameter fusion of higher education personnel develop level constraint index is obtained, as shown in the following formula:

\[ P(K = T|R = 1) = \frac{P(K = T)P(K = 1|K = T)}{P(R = 1)}. \]  

(5)

Wherein, \( P(K = T) \), \( P(R = 1|K = 1) \), and \( P(R = 1) \) are,
respectively, shown in the following formulas:

\[ P(K = T) = \frac{|C|}{|S|}, \quad (6) \]

\[ P(R = 1|K = 1) = \frac{N_B}{|C|}, \quad (7) \]

\[ P(R = 1) = \frac{N_S}{|S|}. \quad (8) \]

Wherein, \( N_B \) is the recombination dimension of the constraint index parameters of higher education personnel develop level, \( N_S \) is the steady-state parameter value of higher education personnel develop level, and \( C \) is the dynamic parameter of higher education personnel develop data storage center.

### 4. Assessment and Optimization of Personnel Develop Level

#### 4.1. Higher Education Personnel Develop Level Constraint Index Parameter Fusion

By using fuzzy association rule scheduling, the feature extraction and fuzzy cluster analysis of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters are realized, the cluster model of frequent item set concept tree of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters is constructed [20], and the transient feature quantity of broadband window of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters is obtained. The high-frequency feature parameters of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters are realized by combining the analysis of generalized association rules and periodic association rule mining parameter fusion model of higher education personnel develop level level constraint index parameters is established, and the characteristic clustering and global candidate item set of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters is obtained in the maximum amplitude distribution domain within the time window by using fuzzy autocorrelation fusion scheduling method as shown in the following formula:

\[ X = A \times S \times C + N. \quad (9) \]

Wherein, \( A \) is the regression analysis parameter of higher education personnel cultivation level assessment, \( S \) is the modulation parameter of higher education personnel cultivation level assessment, \( N \) is the steady regression parameter, and \( C \) is the fuzzy parameter of higher education personnel cultivation level assessment. By analyzing the detection statistical characteristic quantity of higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters, the state characteristic equation of higher education personnel cultivation level constraint index parameters is obtained in the maximum amplitude distribution domain within the time window by using fuzzy autocorrelation fusion scheduling method as shown in the following formula:

\[ X = \begin{pmatrix}
    r_{11} & r_{12} & r_{13} & r_{14} & r_{15} & r_{16} \\
    x & x & x & x & x & \cdots & x
  \end{pmatrix}. \quad (10) \]

Wherein, \( r_{11} \) is the initial sampling data time series, and \( r_{16} \) is the final sampling time series for the assessment of personnel cultivation level in higher education. When the frequency of the system returns to a steady state, the fuzzy clustering center of the constraint index parameters of personnel develop level in higher education is obtained by using the differential fusion matching interactive control method, as shown in the following formula:

\[ A = \{ r_{21}(\theta_1), r_{22}(\theta_2), \ldots, r_{2n}(\theta_n) \}. \quad (11) \]

Wherein, \( r_{2i} \) represents the equivalent inertia of higher education personnel develop level assessment, \( \theta_1 \) represents the associated dynamic distribution parameters of higher education personnel develop level assessment, \( r_{2n} \) represents the sampling frequency of higher education personnel develop level assessment, and \( \theta_n \) represents that the system frequency returns to a steady state. In the spread spectrum transmission channel, the distribution is dynamically adjusted according to different intervals, and the spread spectrum sequence of constraint index parameters of higher education personnel develop level level constraint index parameters is obtained as shown in the following formulas:

\[ C = \{ r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_v \}. \quad (12) \]

\[ S = \text{diag} \sqrt{p_1 g_1 d_1(t)}. \quad (13) \]

Wherein, \( C \) represents the collection of database transactions, \( p_1 \) is the probability density distribution of support degree, \( g_1 \) is the fuzzy subset, and \( d_1(t) \) is the distribution of the cluster center for the assessment of personnel cultivation level in higher education [21].

Under the optimized control rules, the sparse scattered point parameter fusion model of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters is established, and the characteristic clustering and global candidate item set analysis of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters are realized by combining the analysis of generalized association rules and periodic association rules. The reference vector of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters retrieval is expressed as shown in the following formula:

\[ E[N_{k1}^*, N_{mm}] = \sigma^2 \times \delta_{km} \times \delta_{ln}. \quad (14) \]

Wherein, \( \sigma \) is the root-mean-square error of minimum support, \( \delta_{km} \) is the regression steady-state parameter of higher education personnel develop level assessment, and \( \delta_{ln} \) is the joint detection probability density. The transaction database is transformed into a transaction matrix, and the fuzzy retrieval and information clustering analysis of the constraint index parameters of personnel develop level in higher education are carried out through the feature extraction results [22].

#### 4.2. Higher Education Personnel Develop Level Constraint Index Parameter Mining and Integration

In order to realize the fuzzy information integration of the constraint index...
regression analysis is as shown in the following formulas:

\[ X = \begin{bmatrix} a_1 & a_2 \\ \alpha_1 & \alpha_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{s}_1 \\ \tilde{s}_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{c}_1 \\ \tilde{c}_2 \end{bmatrix}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Wherein, \( a_1, a_2 \), \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2 \), \( \tilde{s}_1 \), and \( \tilde{s}_2 \) are the direction vectors in the high-dimensional random matrix of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters. The regression analysis model of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters is constructed by using the steady-state regression analysis method, and the output of regression analysis is as shown in the following formulas:

\[ H(S) = - \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_j(s_j) \log_2 P_j(s_j), \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

\[ H(Q) = - \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_q(q_j) \log_2 P_q(q_j). \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Wherein, \( P_j(s_j) \) represents the probability that the concept set \( s_j \) of higher education personnel develop level constraint parameters of higher education personnel develop.

Table 1: Descriptive statistical distribution of level constraint index parameters of higher education personnel develop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment sample</th>
<th>Practical parameters of teaching activities</th>
<th>Teaching objectives</th>
<th>Correlation test parameters</th>
<th>Assessment coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.154</td>
<td>4.617</td>
<td>74.385</td>
<td>8.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.776</td>
<td>8.685</td>
<td>6.355</td>
<td>8.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.838</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>8.997</td>
<td>9.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.854</td>
<td>6.667</td>
<td>9.812</td>
<td>7.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.372</td>
<td>8.752</td>
<td>7.163</td>
<td>6.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.584</td>
<td>2.768</td>
<td>6.685</td>
<td>5.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.417</td>
<td>5.200</td>
<td>6.910</td>
<td>9.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.629</td>
<td>9.692</td>
<td>9.454</td>
<td>3.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.607</td>
<td>7.094</td>
<td>3.639</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.129</td>
<td>7.642</td>
<td>8.167</td>
<td>9.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.428</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>3.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.410</td>
<td>6.111</td>
<td>6.389</td>
<td>2.387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It represents the edge template matching degree of personnel develop level assessment under the satisfied conditions. According to the above analysis, a matched filter detection model of personnel develop level assessment and a sparse scattered point parameter fusion model of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters are realized by combining the generalized association rules and periodic association rules analysis, and the dynamic assessment output function is expressed as shown in the following formula:

\[ K_{xy}(x, y, \omega) = \begin{cases} 1 & d(\omega, k) \leq r - r_u, \\
\omega - \frac{\alpha_1 \omega \theta_1}{\theta_1 \theta_2} + \alpha_2 & r - r_u < d(\omega, k) < r + r_u, \\
0 & \text{else.} \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

In the above formula, \( r_u(0 < r_u < r) \) represents the difference operator of higher education personnel develop level.
constraint index parameter detection, $\beta_1$ is frequent set, $\beta_2$ is the basic data for assessment and analysis, $\alpha_1$ is the matching degree of each nonempty subset of the final frequent item set, and $\alpha_2$ is the parameter of support and confidence assessment system [24, 25]. Combining generalization association rules and periodic association rules analysis, the characteristic clustering and global candidate item set analysis of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters are realized [26], and data integration processing is realized according to the results of spectrum parameter clustering analysis. The realization process is shown in Figure 3.

5. Experimental Test

In order to verify the application performance of this method in the assessment of personnel develop level, the Matlab simulation tool is used for the test. First, all the students’ usual scores and final exam scores are added to get a comprehensive score, which is sorted out in Excel, and the Excel file containing the comprehensive scores of several courses to be used is named MARK.xls. This paper applies Weka, a tool commonly used in cluster analysis technology of personnel develop level assessment. Weka supports files in CSV and ARFF data formats. In data analysis, the earliest data is stored in EXCEL files, so we first need to convert the original data stored in Excel into CSV files or ARFF files. The specific operation is in Microsoft Excel software, open the file named “Mark.xls” and then select “Save As” in the “File” menu to save the file as the type with the suffix “.csv.” Finally, we got the “Mark.csv” file open: the low frequency of the constraint index parameters of higher education personnel cultivation level is 49.40 Hz, the sampling rate of strong association rules is 124 kHz, the length of the sample data of personnel cultivation level is 12,000, and the adaptive adjustment coefficient is 0.854, see Table 1 for the descriptive statistical distribution of the constraint index parameters of higher education personnel cultivation level.

According to the parameter settings in Table 1, the time-domain distribution of the constraint index parameters of personnel cultivation level in higher education is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Time-domain distribution of constraint index parameters of personnel cultivation level in higher education.
Take the data of test samples, training samples, and modulation samples in Figure 4 as the research object to evaluate the quality of talent training. In the evaluation process, based on improved machine learning, the output of evaluation results is shown in Figure 5.

According to the analysis of Figure 5, this method can effectively realize the dynamic assessment of higher education personnel cultivation level and improve the clustering performance of the constraint index parameters of higher education personnel cultivation level, the reason is that this method analyzes the evaluation process, analyzes the effects and characteristics of each part in the teaching process, and then makes an overall analysis on this basis to judge the quality effect of higher education talent training, which is conducive to enhancing the output results of higher education talent training quality evaluation.

And test the storage cost after the assessment of personnel cultivation level, as shown in Figure 6.

According to the analysis of Figure 5, comparing the methods of reference [4] and reference [5], this method compares the reliability of higher education talent training quality evaluation. The reason is that this method adopts fuzzy association rule scheduling to realize the feature extraction and fuzzy clustering analysis of higher education talent training quality constraint index parameters and build a frequent item set concept tree clustering model of higher education talent training quality constraint index parameters, and obtaining the transient characteristic quantity of the broadband window of the quality constraint index parameters of higher education talent training is conducive to improving the reliability of the evaluation to a certain extent.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an assessment model of personnel develop level in higher education based on improved machine learning is proposed. Combining with the characteristic analysis method of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters, this paper establishes the autocorrelation characteristic matching model of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters, adopts fuzzy association rule scheduling to realize feature extraction and fuzzy cluster analysis of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters, constructs the concept tree clustering model of frequent item sets of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters, and adopts the association rule matching method. The mutual information coupling parameter analysis of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters is realized, and the sparse scattered point parameter fusion model of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters is established. The characteristic clustering and global candidate item set analysis of higher education personnel develop level constraint index parameters are realized by combining generalized association rules and periodic association rules analysis, and the dynamic assessment of higher education personnel develop level is realized according to the machine learning analysis results. The test results show that this method has good clustering of data features, good reliability of assessment process, and good convergence of machine learning process, which improves the dynamic and quantitative management ability of personnel develop level in higher education. This method is of great significance in improving the assessment ability of personnel cultivation level in higher education.
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